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They say that teaching is the noblest profession. Teachers play a vital role in educating a child. When a teacher enters in a classroom, she plays different roles. The first place where kid’s behavior and sharpen the heads of the learners in the school. Teachers must carry a positive and negative behavior toward students.

Teacher carries a big responsibility in her second home, the school. The teacher controls what is inside and outside the school. The teacher creates a warm and protective environment. It is a place where one learns. Kids learn fast when they manipulate things by themselves. Especially today, the children are aware of different gadgets and they spend most of their times in social media such as facebook, Instagram, twitter, etc. Therefore, teacher should invest to learn and upgrade their knowledge on the generation Z.

Here are the traits that a teacher should possess.

Teacher as a parent. The teachers are like second parents. They shape our minds and help us to enhance or skills and talents. The teacher gives his love and care to his pupils. He gives advices whenever a pupil needs it. He pays attention to any suspicious signs that could bother the pupil. Stopping him of too much use of cellphone is one way of showing that you care. The teacher takes time to find out what is going on with the pupils in the classroom. He gives praises when a pupil has done something good and correct them whenever they have done something bad. Talking to a pupil can help a teacher understand a pupil’s life situation better. Pupils are experiencing problems and difficulties in school and as a second parent we can have a home visit to solve their problems.

Teacher as a role model for his pupils. Being a role model means that you inspire and encourage your pupils to strive for excellence, greatness, live to our fullest potential or skills. He guides and gives respect to his pupils. He serves as a role model not only in the class but also in the society. They think that the teachers are knowledgeable and well rounded about the different subjects in
the class. They view teachers as wise and therefore they look up for them. A teacher is someone you can trust and you can lean on. Sometimes pupils ask the help of teachers not only with their difficult lessons in class but also With regards to their family problems. Sometimes the teachers' attitudes could have a positive and negative influence on pupils. Pupils confidence can be lift up because this could create ambitions in their minds for future academic success. Teachers give their love, care share their talents to become a successful person in the future. Teachers should have humility and willingness to admit mistakes.

**Teacher as a learning facilitator.** As a facilitator teachers are there to guide and assist pupils in learning for themselves, forming their own ideas. The teacher helps his pupils make the learning easy for them. He shares her knowledge to his pupils without getting any return only to see his students implement and apply what she has learned in the future. He nurtures the minds of the students to become a successful someday on the field that they would choose. He is in charge of the whole class and of the activity he has presented. He should be able to facilitate students to do various activities. The pupils enjoy having their teacher with them whenever they do their activities. She should offer feedback whether it is positive or negative. He answers to some questions and offer guidance.

**The Teacher as a resource.** A resource teacher is a specialized educator that focuses on helping children with physical or educational difficulties to develop their reading and writing skills. Teacher wants to be helpful and available anytime the students come for a help. Students often ask lots of questions and they expect a lot from their teacher. They say that teachers can be one of the most important resources students have when they ask how to say or write something. He gives sources to the students to do the activities like materials and whatever they need.

**Teacher as an Observer.** This trait is underrated and yet very affective trait of a teacher. Why, because this can truly understand his students and meet their needs. The teacher goes around the class during the students activities. She observes what the students do whether it is an individual, a pair or a group work. She does that to give useful feedback, check learning and providing support if necessary.

**Teacher as a Planner.** Teacher plans everything before she does her work. Before going to school, the teacher makes her lesson plans. She chooses the materials and methodology or strategy she will be using to attain her goals. She anticipates problems, selects designs and adapt materials in her class.
Teacher as an Evaluator. Teachers should be able to give her assessment or feedback in the activities that the students made. She gives correction and grades students in various ways. Teachers evaluate her students as part of daily learning through a range activities including dialogue and interaction. The teachers assess the students on written work and on products such as artwork and projects.
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